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K&F Concept 37-62mm Filter Kit Case
Keep  all  your  essential  filters  at  hand.  The  K&F  Concept  case  protects  your  accessories  with  a  waterproof  design  and  allows  you  to
quickly  respond  to  changing  lighting  conditions,  no  matter  where  you  are  shooting.  It's  the  perfect  choice  for  professionals  and
enthusiasts who value mobility and don't want to miss any opportunities to capture the perfect shot.
 
Convenient Storage for Multiple Filters
The K&F Concept case allows you to store a set of 3 round filters with a maximum diameter of 62mm. You can store all accessories in
separate pockets to protect them from scratches and damage.
 
Compact and Portable
The product features a foldable design. When folded, it's similar in size to a wallet - measuring 96 x 96mm, making it easy to fit into most
camera bags.
 
Sturdy Protection and Waterproof
Separate  compartments  prevent  filter  damage  from  scratching,  and  the  material  made  from  waterproof  fabric  provides  additional
protection against moisture and liquids.
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Easy Access
With the K&F Concept case, you can enjoy quick and easy access to all your filters, allowing for efficient fieldwork.
 
Additional External Pocket
On the outside of the case, there is an additional pocket where you can store small items such as cleaning cloths, memory cards, and
other accessories.
 
	Manufacturer
	K&F Concept
	Model
	KF13.139
	Compatibility
	3 round filters with diameters of 37mm / 40.5mm / 43mm / 46mm / 49mm / 52mm / 55mm / 58mm / 62mm
	Folded Dimensions
	96 x 96mm

Price:

Before: € 17.5029

Now: € 15.50
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